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1. For all staff  K-12: In the summer/fall, laptops will be replacing your desktop computers, along with a
docking station to connect your laptop to the Internet, to the screen in your classroom, to a 2nd monitor
if  you want to keep a 2nd monitor (yes you can), topower, and to many other pieces of  hardware.Here is
a short tutorial video (3:33) preparing you for the laptop and docking station, and this information will
also be emailed out several times in May. You MUST be logged in to your EACS Google account to
access the video.  Due to supply-chain problems, I do not have delivery dates on laptops and docking
stations yet, but more information will be forthcoming.

2. For all staff  looking for a great green-screentool for photos with the iPad: Have you heard of Do
Ink? Do Ink Green Screen (I keep wanting to call it “Doink”) is a great website for animation, drawing and
green-screening photos using the iPad. Do Ink makes it easy to create incredible green screen videos and
images right on your iPad or iPhone. The app lets you combine photos and videos from the camera roll with
live images from your iPad or iPhone's camera. Featured in "Best New Apps in Education" in iTunes and
classroom-tested by kids and teachers, this app emphasizes ease-of-use and simplicity while still enabling you
to get fantastic results. With Green Screen by Do Ink, you can tell a story, explain an idea, and express
yourself  in truly creative and unique ways. Caution! Do Ink is one of  the few paid AppsI have ever put in

the Newsletter, as it costs $4.99. For free green-screen apps, try Photo Green Screen or Veescope.

3.  Here are a couple more great educational podcasts, if  what I have already posted in previous
newsletters has not slaked your thirst:

● House of  EdTechby Chris Nesi (A podcast that explores how technology is changing the way
teachers teach and the impact that technology is having in education.)

● Leader of  Learningby Dan Kreiness (a podcast that explores transformational leadership in
education. It is where educators can come find inspiration to transform education through effective
leadership)

4. For all Staff: More from the IDOE’s Cybersecurity for Education Toolkit: Home IT devices, such as
unsecured off-site routers, modems, and other network devices are subject to many of  the same
threats as on-site business devices. They can be attacked from any device on the internet.
Remote devices are also vulnerable to unauthorized access from neighbors and passersby. To
help improve the security of  your home network, thefollowing is a list of  questions to
consider: Are your network devices physically secured? Have you changed the default
manufacturer/administrative account password on your modem/router? Many routers will come

preconfigured with a password. The default password for most router models are easily accessible on the
Internet, making it extremely important to change the administrative passwords and not use the default. Do
you have a unique password and two-factor authentication (2FA) enabled on your modem and router?

Fun Technology Fact: NASA's Glenn Research Center developed an airless Shape Memory Alloy (SMA)
by modifying the typical tire material into memory alloys capable of  withstanding severe reversible strain and
deformation so that NASA tires could flexibly adapt to uneven lunar and martian terrain.  Those functions
would work well in Earth-bound off-road cycling. A NASA-approved startup, Smart, has worked closely
with NASA on its Metl tire, which is set to make it to consumers early next year. Smart also envisions its
tires making their way to cars. Read more of  thearticle here. I wonder how much they will cost?
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